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Original Roots Rock Reggae From this veteran Virgin Islands Reggae band. Their style includes rootsy

sounds Like Bob Marley,Burning Spear,and Culture,right into crossover Stuff like some of the stuff of

Third World, Steel Pulse and Aswad. They do it all. 10 MP3 Songs WORLD: Reggae Details:

Twentythree Years of performances has made this reggae band one of the most sort after bands on the

market today. Presently Inner Visions can be found touring and sharing the stage with Jimmy Cliff,

Culture, Beres Hammond, Burning Spear and the likes of George Clinton. Festivals all across the United

States such as Muzikfest in Bethlehem PA,Island Reggaefest in Kalamazoo MI,World Music Fest in

Grass Valley CA,and Adirondack Festival in up state NY, all found themselves re-booking this band for

back to back performances by special demand. Over the years, they have managed to crank out albums

with Grammy award winning sound. In 1995 They released "Love one Another" which gived them a #2 Hit

in the Islands. After that the rest has been history! They have been touring extensively building a fan base

that is unmatched even by other major artists who have had their name in the limelight long before them.

The hype is real and the message in their music down to earth and embracing. In 1995, RAS Records

reviews gave "Love one Another" 4 1/2 Stars of a possible 5 Stars of David. This comment was also said:

"Inner Visions is STRONG, DETERMINED,and READY! Respect to the bredren for their positive and

joyous music!" Below are a few other reviews: "VOCAL QUALITY-very good, BACKING-very good,very

good PRODUCTION and SLEVE, superb SOUND,and superb REMARKS! "Suprisingly wicked album

from this (to us) unknown band. They play in a Bob Marley/Steel Pulse/ one drop style at times mixing it

with unexpected influences- a promise for the future! Wonder if there are any more materials out there? If

I bought this CD I would not be disappointed. Inner Visions shows promise. We will keep watching for

future works!".......CRM Radio 102.7 South Netherlands/Western Germany/Eastern Belguim (1997)

"Takes me back to my trips to St. John. This is home to this fabulous band. If you go there you might get

lucky enough to see them perform live. If not, this is as good as it gets and almost like being

there!"......Jonathon Iszard (Five star rating:Review taken from amazon.com) "You will be rewarded for

your purchase of this ten track CD by Inner Visions!"............The Rastaman Times (Special Edition) "It's a
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worthy listen and a good example of alternative Island reggae!".....Bermuder Pete,Dub Missive Magazine

Get to know Phillip "Grasshopper" Pickering, Lead Vocals/guitars, Alvin "Jupiter" Pickering,

Bass/Background Vocals, Paul "Ras Paul" Samms, lead vocals/Pucussions,and their band Leroy "Spikie"

Guiste, Keyboards/background Vocals, Akiba Pickering, Keyboards, and Aswad Pickering, Drums. Go

see their website at innervisionsreggaeand then perchase their music right here.
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